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Pilot Sleeve™ centering inserts are a U.S. patented & international patent

pending wheel centering system that works in conjunction with your

OEM-style two-piece flange nuts. The unique self-sizing & non-corrosive

inserts are made to take-up the gap between the stud and the wheel

opening, effectively re-centering the wheel to the hub bearing.

Shown with OEM-style flange nut.

Over time, hub pilots can become worn or damaged, and lose

tolerances originally intended from the factory. This can allow an offset between

the wheel, the studs and the hub bearing.

When installed on a 

minimum of 3 opposing

studs, Pilot Sleeve™ 

centering inserts work to

re-center the wheel to 

the hub bearing.

In fact, an offset the thickness of just a couple business cards can result in

out-of-tolerance radial wheel runout. Radial runout contributes to excess 

tire wear, increased fuel consumption, driver fatigue and even the possibility

of loosening lug nuts.



At a fraction of the cost of competitive brands, Pilot Sleeve™ wheel centering inserts promote
proper lug nut clamping force, while counteracting runout that can lead to dangerous wheel
“clocking” and potential wheel-off conditions.

Compatible with all wheel configurations; Steer Wheels, Drive Wheels, Steel Wheels and 
Aluminum Wheels. No decisions to make!

• Re-centers hub piloted wheels with worn or damaged
pilots

• Eliminates radial wheel runout and reduces risk of 
“wheel off” conditions

• Polyamide material will not degrade, corrode or harm 
wheels

• Reduces tire wear, while improving fuel economy

• A fraction of the price of competitive products

20mm Studs:

SKU# WCS-20-100

22mm Studs:

SKU# WCS-22-100

20mm Studs:

SKU# WCS-20-6C

22mm Studs:

SKU# WCS-22-6C

20mm Studs:

SKU# WCS-20-1000

22mm Studs:

SKU# WCS-22-1000

For use with 

20mm & 22mm 

Pilot Sleeve™ Insert Sizes

Includes (1) free ZIP

Installation/Removal Tool




